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Recommended action 

• Education and Student Committee is asked to recommend this revised approach to KPI action plans 

and programme meetings for 2018. 

• Deans are asked to note the requirement for full coverage of KPI action planning within approved 

APEs. 

 

  

Summary 

In Autumn, the Deputy President leads the annual round of meetings with undergraduate 

programme teams to consider all three educational key performance indicators.  This exercise 

operates in tandem with the Annual Programme Evaluation round. For 2018/19, it is proposed 

that this process is streamlined and that the by programme meetings and the requirement for a 

separate action plan for KPIs is deferred to allow time for the development of an approach to 

subject-level TEF. Full assurance of KPI action planning and reflection must be provided through 

the APE process. 
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In Autumn, the Deputy President leads the annual round of meetings with undergraduate programme teams 

(including Deans, Programme Directors, School Heads of Academic Services and a representative of Student and 

Academic Services) to consider all three educational key performance indicators.  The purpose of the process is 

twofold:  

1. To clearly establish programme level engagement with institutional and School level activities and 

additional local plans supporting improvements towards the KPIs in the coming year. 

2. To ensure that each programme team has in place a robust plan for addressing recent NSS results. 

 

This exercise operates in tandem with the Annual Programme Evaluation round which traditionally concludes by 

December when APEs and action plans are approved by School Boards of Studies and KPI plans are submitted to 

Student and Academic Services.  While the focus of the two processes has been slightly different, it was expected 

that discussions and plans should align and feed in to the APE documentation. 

 

For 2018/19 it is proposed that this process  streamlined and that the by programme meetings and the requirement 

for a separate action plan for KPIs is deferred. There are two considerations that underpin this proposal. Firstly, 

undergraduate programme teams are currently focused on implementing the requirements of the Student 

Engagement and Attendance Policy. This is an institutional priority and it is acknowledged that successful 

implementation will require the significant focus of programme teams.  

 

Secondly, City has just started preparations for its second Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) submission and the 

introduction of the subject level TEF in 2019. Whilst the specific requirements for subject level TEF have not yet 

been confirmed by the Office for Students, programme teams will soon need to engage with preparations which 

will likely replicate some of the requirements of the KPI meetings. A steering group has been appointed to oversee 

TEF preparations and a current priority is the production of a template to support the development of subject level 

narratives. Our institutional KPIs align with TEF metrics and therefore our preparations will require further 

consideration of KPI related data, actions and reflections. Robust APEs will provide a sound basis for engagement 

in TEF activity in 2019. Education and Student Committee will have oversight of the process and narratives.  

 

The table below sets out the proposed timeline and sets out any revised or additional actions that are required of 

Programme Teams and/or Schools.  

 

APE & TEF timeline and actions for 2018: 

Date Action 

June – October Programme teams draft APEs and action plans –  

• Programme teams should ensure that they reflect explicitly on progress with 

last year’s KPI plans within their APEs along with reflection on the latest KPI 

data. It should be clear within the APEs how specific actions for the year ahead 

have arisen from this reflection. 

October – November Programme Committee sign off for APEs 

November School APE deadline, critical review of APEs and APE meetings.  
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• Schools have a critical peer review process for their APEs prior to BoS 

consideration. Schools to consider how this can be used to provide full 

assurance of focus on KPI performance and action planning. 

November Approval by Boards of Studies. 

• Deans to oversee thorough consideration of APE reports and action plans via 

the relevant School committees to provide assurance on completer KPI 

planning in the absence of separate KPI meetings and plans. Any potential risks 

should be noted, with mitigating actions, in Board of Studies minutes.  

30th November Deadline for APEs to be submitted to S&AS 

• Desk-based review of APEs by S&AS to include assessment of KPI action 

planning. Report to Education and Student Committee and update for Council 

Assurance Report.  

November-December TEF Steering Group to develop a template and engagement plan to support 

Programme teams to engage in TEF preparations. The Steering Group will also 

agree a structured approach, with timescales, for this preparatory work. The 

approach will be approved at Education and Student Committee in December.  

January – April Programmes to use the template to begin to develop narratives. The Steering 

group to support Programme Teams to ensure that the submissions are linked 

back to City’s Vision and Strategy and projects associated with the Education 

and Student Strategy (as we outlined in our 2017 submission).  

 

This revised approach will be implemented for the majority of undergraduate programmes in 2018. Where 

programmes are identified as having performed less well than expected in the NSS 2018 by programme meetings 

will be arranged as per the normal process. These programmes have been identified and meetings will be arranged 

for October/November. 

Action 

• Education and Student Committee is asked to recommend this revised approach to KPI action plans 

and programme meetings for 2018. 

• Deans are asked to note the requirement for full coverage of KPI action planning within approved 

APEs. 

 

Professor David Bolton, Deputy President & Provost 

Megan Gerrie & Alison Edridge, Student & Academic Services 

1 October 2018 
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